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Abstract: Sustainable management of coastal areas involves dealing with problems such as coastal
erosion, rapid growth in the rate of urbanization, tourism, environmental degradation associated
with industrial and urban activities. Besides consideration is provided for the effects of climate
change, whose scenarios also have significant consequences on coastal systems that are already
extremely vulnerable and prone to many human pressures. Over the years, several international and
national studies have been conducted to deepen the coastal processes. To date—despite considerable
efforts—there are still problems. Two relevant priorities emerge: managing coastal risks and ensuring
sustainable coastal management. In response to the above-mentioned challenges, it is worthwhile to
elaborate an integrated methodology that, basing on the collection, analysis and evaluation of data,
may provide an effective guideline for the successful implementation of each action, while providing
timely and targeted information for the adoption of governance strategies concerning the prevention
and management of marine-coastal risks. In the present study, considering what emerged in the
major research projects on the coastal field during the last decades, a methodological proposal is
outlined to pursue the principles of the integrated coastal zona management (ICZM) and join the
managing coastal risks with sustainable uses focusing on the implementation scale.
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1. Introduction

Although coastal areas represent a small part of the urbanized land territory, they are exposed
to the continuous action of various factors, both natural and man-induced, operating on different
spatial scales. Among the main human-induced factors, worth mentioning: maritime construction and
coastal defense barriers, as the ports, that interfere with sediment dynamics, construction of housing,
industrial, recreational infrastructures, interventions in river basins management and regulation of
watercourses to provide water resources for drinking water, irrigation and industrial use which induce
vegetation alteration and forest drainage [1–4].

Some of the most relevant natural factors are waves height and direction, wind, tide, sediment
transport, sediment supply from rivers to the sea, subsidence, sea-level rise, precipitation, frequency
and intensity of extreme climatic events, including storms [5–7].

During the 20th century, the above factors combined with population growth, urbanization,
and development activities started to affect coastal processes and, consequently, the correlated services,
causing degradation of ecosystems, altering coastal dynamics, in particular increasing erosion and
coastal risks.
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Several research projects, at both European and international levels, have investigated the problems
that afflict the coasts by analyzing and comparing numerous case studies [8–10].

The main findings highlight that the sustainable management of coastal areas has become an
unavoidable requirement to protect the coastline, to contain and reduce the ongoing degradation
processes avoiding the emergence of new ones [11–14]. The major problem affecting the worldwide
coast is erosion. Most erosion phenomena are caused by human activities that have analyzed the
coastal dynamics adopting an inadequate spatial scale. Hence, defense interventions to solve erosion
problems have induced erosion processes in other coastal stretches, even several kilometers away.
Nevertheless, it is also necessary to guarantee the reduction of coastal risks. Most coastal environments
around the world are suffering the effects of climate change. Its most relevant consequences are the
rise in global sea level and the increase in frequency and intensity of storm events. In this regard, it is
worth pointing out that marine floods could amplify beach erosion and saline intrusion thus increasing
the susceptibility of coastal populations and ecosystems. These effects would be even more hazardous
if combined with a high concentration of people and socioeconomic activities [15–21].

Such insights are also necessary to effectively achieve the objectives of the integrated coastal
zone management (ICZM) protocol. The ICZM WATER FRAMEWORK DIRECTIVE Protocol
for the Mediterranean establishes an approach, principles and “behavioral guidelines” for Public
Administrations, economic actors, enterprises, stakeholders, citizens, to achieve a good degree of
sustainability of coastal zone development, through an integrated planning process. In particular,
ICZM principles foresee to operate with a unified and integrated vision of the various anthropic and
natural elements interacting on the coast with particular emphasis also addressing the issue of coastal
erosion and adaptation to climate change [22–26].

From the existing literature, despite there are various methodologies for integrated coastal zone
management, but not much attention is paid on its integration with coastal risks and, above all, on the
implementation scale.

Considering the scenario outlined, the present work, analyzing what emerged in the major
research projects in the field during the last decades, is aimed to propose a methodology for coastal
management which also accounts for coastal risks and focuses on the application scale. To this purpose,
the study presented is structured in the main following steps:

i. Evaluate significant issues and results of projects and experiences in the national/European/

international scientific framework;
ii. Define an assessment of the most appropriate application scale for effective coastal management

basing on the findings of previous studies;
iii. Identify the main analytical phases for a coastal risk management strategy;
iv. Integrate the main steps of coastal risks management into a sustainable coastal methodology;
v. Determine the hierarchical structure of the outlined procedure, the main axes on which it is

based and their mutual interconnections;
vi. Highlight the applicability of the methodology, the limits and barriers to its implementation.

The methodology defined is not linked to a specific site, but has a general scope and can, therefore,
serve as a useful reference in different areas.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Most Relevant International and National Experiences

Over the years, considerable experience in the academic field has been consolidated on national,
European and international levels.

An important Italian project was carried out in the 1980s as part of the “Progetto regime e
dinamiche costiere”, which led, among other aspects, to the creation of the 1:100,000 scale Atlas of
Italian beaches. Afterward, the activity developed with projects of national interest focused on coastal
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dunes, pocket beaches, the morphologic and sedimentological response of the beaches to defense
works [27].

Another fundamental reference at the national level is the document produced in 2006 by the
Ministry of the Environment and Protection of Land and Sea [28–31]. It defined the framework of the
ongoing coastal dynamics along the Italian coasts, the state of solid transport processes, the phenomena
of erosion and subsidence, sedimentation and relative sea-level rise. The project points out attention to
ports and coastal defense structures, intending to provide guidelines for the preparation of coastal
defense plans, studies and research. Among the initiatives on a national scale, the RITMARE [32,33]
project (the main Flag Project of the National Research Program in the sector), funded by Italian
Ministry of Education, University and Research for the five years 2012–2016 and coordinated by
the CNR, plays a particularly important role. It was divided into 7 sub-projects for research and
innovation in the fields of marine and coastal environment observation systems, maritime and fishing
technologies, interoperable spatial data infrastructures, research structures, maritime spatial planning
in the coastal strip, respectively. This project represented a significant source of data, information,
technological and modeling support, valuable for evaluations in the field of knowledge development
of phenomena, management of the effects of erosion and adaptation to the risk relative to climate
change in coastal areas.

The international and European panorama includes several studies and research on coastal
management among which BEACHMED, BEACHMED-e, ResMar, CAMP-Italy, COASTANCE,
COASTGAP, MAREMED, RICAMA, MICORE, THESEUS, HYDRALAB [34–39]. Such studies have
allowed a conspicuous advancement in the knowledge of coastal dynamics phenomena. Many of
them have focused on the application aspects of the coastal defense to tackle coastal erosion and risk
scenarios for example due to marine flooding [40–42].

Concerning coastal erosion, one of the most relevant European projects is the “Coastal Erosion
and Protection in Europe”, a monographic compendium on the various European countries regarding
the problem of erosion and the solutions adopted to solve it.

Another important study in the European context is Eurosion of 2004. It collects a database on the
state of European coasts, through the analysis of about 60 study cases considered representative of
European coastal diversity. It has allowed assessing the success of the solutions adopted concerning
the most frequent erosion problems. The project then formulated guidelines and recommendations to
face the phenomenon in an integrated way [43,44].

Even at the international level, the numerous literature studies on coastal processes reveal that
the most critical issue is the problem of coastal erosion. However, erosion rates differ from country
to country. In the United States, erosion rates ranging from 0.3 m to 0.6 m/year. In the last 100 years,
about 86% of the US east coast has suffered erosion. In China, the rate of erosion is most severe in the
northern part of Jiangsu Province, where it is of the order of 85 m/year; in Hangzhou Bay, the rate is
40 m/year, while in Tianjin it is 16–56 m/year. Nigeria is losing coast at a rate of 25–30 m/year [45–47].

A project of considerable international relevance is Theseus. The project aims to reduce coastal
risks by making safer coastal areas through innovative technologies, ensuring the development of
human activities and preserving coastal ecosystems. It involved 31 participants of different nationalities
(25 from 12 EU member states and 6 international, among which China, Mexico, Russia, Taiwan,
Ukraine, USA) and different skills (civil and coastal engineering, marine ecology, sociology, economics,
meteorology, computer science and geomatics). The project allowed the definition of a Flood Risk
Assessment Methodology based on the “Sources–pathways–receptors–consequences” model, clearly
outlining the system exposed (infrastructure, environment and human activities) to flooding and
providing a mapping of cause–effect relationships and their mutual dependencies. It has also enabled
the development and/or improvement of technological and non-technological solutions for risk
management by evaluating innovative techniques and best practices in coastal engineering [48].
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2.2. Critical Issues Emerged

The various projects mentioned converge on the following needs:

i. To apply a multisectoral approach to coastal sustainability able to considerate both natural
aspects of the coasts and socioeconomic factors related to their use, integrating risks assessment
into coastal management plans;

ii. To pay attention to the implementation spatial scale to properly assess coastal management.

The first point focuses on the need for a management strategy that properly embeds socioeconomic
and environmental aspects. This concept is also highlighted in the ICZM protocol and it is one of the
pivotal principles of the Maritime Spatial planning directive (2014/89/EU) [49]. The consideration of
coastal risks is strictly related to climate change and the consequences it can have on coastal systems.
Marine floods and more intense storm surges are examples of this. The second point comes from the
awareness underlined in the numerous academic studies, which can be summarized as follows:

- Most erosion issues are caused by human activities that have not taken proper account of coastal
dynamics, often because the analyses and evaluations were conducted at too small a scale;

- In most cases, solutions that have solved or mitigated erosion at the local level have induced
erosion problems in other coastal stretches or have generated environmental problems.

The latter aspect is essential and demonstrates the importance of carrying out an analysis on
an appropriate scale. Precisely, a sufficiently large scale is needed to investigate adequately coastal
processes that cause coastal erosion [50–52].

The erosive processes are closely related to the sediment cycle alteration, which, in turn,
is determined by natural and anthropic causes [53,54]. Among the latter, the construction of artificial
reservoirs that altering the sediment balance, the uncontrolled excavations of waterways and the
hydraulic-forestry systems that, protecting the soil from erosion, unavoidably reduce the availability of
sediment in the bed. In addition, the effects of coastal erosion associated with subsidence phenomena
also have relevance to the above processes. Finally, should be mentioned the loss of sediment retained
along the end sections of overflowing rivers due to lack of maintenance activities [55,56].

From the above considerations, it results that dealing with coastal management implies have a
sufficiently wide-ranging scale of analysis to include and assess properly all the factors influencing
coastal balances.

2.3. Evaluation of Application Scale

The above considerations lead focusing attention on the application scale of the coastal management
strategies [57–59]. To implement coastal engineering interventions able to effectively counter erosion
processes, it is necessary to survey at least at the physiographic unit level, so that a resolving action
does not have negative effects on nearby coastal zones.

Accordingly, coastal management strategies must be carried out at a large territorial scale and
extended on several tens of kilometers to properly assess all existing and/or potential processes,
especially those related to risk scenarios.

In this respect, the water framework directive (WFD) 2000/60/EU has introduced an innovative
approach in European water legislation, both from an environmental and administrative–management
point of view. The directive pursues ambitious objectives: preventing qualitative and quantitative
deterioration, improving water status and ensuring sustainable uses based on the long-term protection
of available water resources. The WFD—which applies to inland surface waters, transitional waters,
coastal waters and groundwater—requires that each member state addresses water protection at the
“river basin” level and the territorial reference management unit is identified in the “hydrographic
district”, defined as an area of land and sea, consisting of one or more neighboring river basins and
their groundwater and coastal waters.
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The WFD identifies 110 hydrographic districts in Europe, 7 of which in Italy [60,61]. The concept
of “hydrographic district” has been reinstated and strengthens in the subsequent Flood directive (FD)
2007/60/EU. Following the EU directives, water management plans are referred at an application scale
that coincides with the hydrographic district. From the outlined framework, it appears convenient
assuming the hydrographic district as the reference spatial scale for the implementation of the coastal
management methodology. Despite these remarks, coastal area management is still referred to the
regional and sub-regional scale to which the management tools, such as regional coastal management
plans and coastal defense plans (at the municipal level), are applied. Interconnections with the wider
hydrographic district territory, which consists of more than one region, are not taken into accounts.
It is worth noting that, generally, a hydrographic district has a coastline extension in the range of tens
of thousands of kilometers. On the contrary, at the regional and sub-regional levels, the extent of
the coastline is in the order of hundreds and tens of kilometers, respectively. For the above reasons,
the methodology proposed in this study is specifically related to the hydrographic district scale
of application.

2.4. Risks Management

Dealing with natural and anthropic risks involves the evaluation of highly complex aspects and
elements, in which the nature of the phenomena underlying the hazard, as well as the interrelationships
between the factors influencing the possible consequences, are manifold, interconnected and often
difficult to model and estimate. The risk has an interdisciplinary nature. The complexity of its
conceptual definition is founded on probabilistic components linked to models of various scientific
nature, based on data that are only partially fully quantifiable and, often, referred to assumptions
and simplifications. The marine-coastal risks include a wide scenario of potential critical issues for
the coasts among which coastal erosion, marine floods and pollution phenomena due to discharges,
intense weather and marine events.

The definition of phenomena modeling scenario is a rather complex condition in which it is often
necessary to assess, overlap and concatenate processes (domino effect) [62].

More complex is the definition of the following aspects:

- The magnitude of the risk effects, being directly related to vulnerability factors often difficult
to quantify;

- The response of the anthropogenic-natural system in terms of resilience assumed as the ability to
adapt to the ongoing changes.

It is important to gain initially an analysis of the hazard inherent in natural phenomena which can
be derived through a suitable monitoring system able to identify the natural processes in progress.
The next step will be the implementation of process modeling. Finally, it will be possible to have an
evaluation of the vulnerability of natural systems, i.e., of the elements exposed to risks, aiming to
implement procedures to identify risks and manage their consequences.

2.5. Coastal Risks Strategy: Main Analysis Phases

The criticalities identified in the fragile coastal areas imply the need to apply a methodology based
on integrated management of coastal risks allowing effective support for decisions.

There is a need to adopt appropriate strategies and management for the eroded coasts and, on the
other hand, it is necessary to develop scenario assessments so that future interventions along the coasts
are supported by an in-depth knowledge framework that can ensure lasting effectiveness.

Precisely, the proposed methodology converges to an integrated management of coastal risks
allowing effective decisions support as shown in Figure 1 which illustrates an outline of the main
phases of coastal risk management strategies. It can be distinguished three main phases: the first is
aimed to acquire a framework of reference knowledge, the second is focused on the data analysis and
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processing and finally the third one contributes to measures definition for planning and programming
of interventions.J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 20 
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In the evaluation of the knowledge framework, the objective is to obtain as much information
as possible on the status of the study area to identify the hazard parameters (i.e., significant waves
height and direction, intensity of sea currents, shoreline variations, winds, bathymetric trends, bottom
granulometry). These factors can be measured by employing monitoring systems, surveys or lidar
investigations. In any case, a sampling protocol should be applied during the monitoring operations,
focusing on the data production chain to ensure quality and reliability.

Precisely, data quality is intended as data-based to spatial and temporal resolution acquisitions
adequate for the study area and the purpose of the surveys. On the contrary, reliability is related to the
application of standard and officially recognized sampling method, the use of certified instrumentation
and specialized operators.

The natural features of the study site should be superimposed on the anthropogenic ones. A data
collection relating to the productive and infrastructural system will be useful to study the correlation
between the anthropic pressures and the environmental system.

Finally, it is advantageous to complete the analysis of the pressures-impacts by applying a map
representation through a geographic information system (GIS) and identifying the critical points, i.e.,
those where more pressures are located and therefore the worst impacts are expected [63].

This first phase will allow the construction of a spatial data infrastructure for a better understanding
of the processes in place/expected to support risks and emergency management policies.

Once all the data representative of the environmental-anthropic systems were collected, it is
important to extract as much information as possible from the acquired data in order not to incur
the data-rich and information poor syndrome. In this regard, it is useful to proceed, first, with the
analysis of the acquired measurements to identify all possible correlations, for example by applying
wave-climate studies, spectral data analysis, canonical correlation analysis, multi-criteria analysis
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methods. The correlation analysis among the factors that influence the consequences of risk events can
be based on a data-driven approach able to identify processes. Subsequently, the detected processes
can be further investigated by applying the next steps of scenario modeling. For marine-coastal
environments, the main models include hydrodynamic, sediment transport and contaminant diffusion
studies [64,65].

In the third phase, based on the previous steps, the management of natural-anthropic risks is
achieved through the planning and programming of structural and non-structural measures to ensure
the sustainable use of natural resources and through the application of advanced technologies for
integrated coastal risk management. Once the most vulnerable areas were identified and the priorities
for actions were defined, taking into account the different maritime uses (aquaculture, fisheries, tourism,
port activities), the most appropriate technologies will have to be chosen for this purpose.

3. Results

3.1. Methodological Proposal

Considering what reported in the previous sections, a methodology proposal is described in the
following paragraphs. The procedure takes strictly into account the scheme shown in Figure 1 in which
the structure was defined considering the conceptual outline of coastal management approach (Figure 2).J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 20 
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In Figure 2, the output of each step is linked to the next by establishing a continuous cycle. Starting
from this cycle the various phases were better detailed and articulated to achieve a consistent procedure.

The proposed methodology provides for four fundamental systems (Figure 3), which are the pillars
on which the articulated logical path based on the implementation of integrated coast management
is built. The fundamental systems are the following: system of knowledge, system of analysis and
classification, system of instruments and system of actions. Each system is in turn divided into specific
axes of activity.
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3.2. System of Knowledge

The starting point of any coastal system analysis is to get a base knowledge of the study site.
For this purpose, the first phase of the proposed working program includes the identification of the
reference regulatory framework (Axis 0), the territorial features (Axis I) and the assessment of planning
status (Axis II).

As shown in Figure 4, it is desirable an updating of the regulatory framework and the collection of
existing features of coastal areas to allow the most effective support for the definition of future scenarios.
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In this respect, the first step will be analyzing existing planning tools and their state of
implementation, for example, regional and municipal coastal management plans and beaches
nourishment plans.

The tasks described above aim to assess the relationship between the various regional and
sub-regional planning tools and their coordination with district basin planning.

In addition, it is useful to acquire maps and information already available in coastal areas
(bathymetric, topographic, sedimentological, meteorological, hydrodynamical). The information
collected will constitute an important knowledge base to support coastal management.

In the view of the most recent governance tools (national guidelines, ICZM protocol, etc.),
the further acquisition of data processing should be appropriately added to the existing ones to fully
understand the phenomena, both environmental and socioeconomic, that could compromise the
protection of the coastal system.

It is important to achieve a unified and integrated vision about the coast (Figure 4) by identifying
the future scenarios, the management goals, the criticalities and issues of the coast.

3.3. Analysis and Classification System

The data collection and the findings of the knowledge system will be used for the next level of the
methodology which provides for the analysis and classification system (Figure 5). It consists of Axis III
relating to data processing and Axis IV relating to large-scale investigations. At this stage, the reference
physiographic units and sub-units will be identified and the criteria for the analysis and attribution of
the coastal system classification levels will be defined. The two phases are closely linked. Based on
the information collected during the activities of the previous knowledge system, a first study of the
data will be carried out to have a general characterization of the typology of the coasts followed by an
evaluation of their evolution with the identification of coastal areas in progress or retreat.
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Following, the analysis and detailed investigations of the coastal areas will allow to identify
further existing critical issues. For example, to this end, the influence of river basin management on
the state of the coasts will also be considered, identifying, the coastal areas subject to alteration caused
by changes in the solid transport of river auctions or even areas where restoration of the rivers solid
transport to reactivate the natural beaches nourishment. In addition, attention will be paid to the
land-sea correlation or the estimation of the impacts deriving from the management of the river basins
and the mouth-sea areas.

At the end of this phase, any unclassifiable areas due to the lack/inadequacy of available information
will be identified to plan new/further investigations. For these areas, as envisaged by Axis IV, various
in-depth studies at physiographic or small-scale unit can be carried out to investigate on coastline
evolution, instability phenomena, hydraulic works, etc. Specific analyses can be applied among
which geomorphologic and geophysical surveys, assessment of morphodynamic areas, subsidence
and salinization phenomena of coastal areas, studies of the meteorological climate, solid river and
coastal transport, mouth and coastline evolution, extreme sea events.

The expected result is a classification of the coastal basins, both relative to the low and the high
coasts, deriving from the analysis of the morphologic, hydrological, naturalistic, anthropic, settlement.
GIS tools can be also used to facilitate this task. At the end of the analysis described, any critical
conditions that emerged will be assessed as the implementation strategy for the management of the
coastal area by defining a priority scale of intervention.

3.4. Instrument System

The System of Instruments provides for the development both of wide (Axis V) and local scale
(Axis VI) instruments (Figure 3). The fundamental instruments for coastal zones management are the
risk maps.
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From the findings of the system of analysis and classification it will be possible to
implement Risk and Hazard Maps for whose perimeter will be considered a significant amount
of data and technical-scientific knowledge, as well as complex processing such as analysis
hydrological-meteorological and sediment transport studies (Figure 6). For the aforementioned
maps, different levels of vulnerability will be identified with reference to heavily populated and
degraded coasts and which need defense and safeguarding in relation, for example, to the risk of coastal
erosion, sediment accumulation, coastal flooding, subsidence and intrusion of the salt wedge. In this
phase, considering what emerged from the analysis and classification of coastal systems, thematic maps
and a set of environmental Performance Indicators can be developed to make qualitative-quantitative
comparisons among the individual coastal areas (Figure 6). Examples of quantitative indicators
related to a coastal area are shoreline change rate, coastal elevation, land use/land cover, coastline
landforms/features, extreme weather events, anthropogenic settlements. On the other hand, among the
properly qualitative indicators include efficiency level of interventions, degree of acceptance of coastal
management choices, the participation of stakeholders and communities.
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All the data and information that emerged on the coastal system, as also the defined Performance
Indicators adopted, will be organized in an information database for the collection, integration and
standardization of information relating to the knowledge base of the coastal areas. The database, as
well as the cartography produced in this phase, will be a useful management tool to support planning
and intervention activities aimed at integrated management of coastal areas.
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3.5. Action System

As shown in Figure 3, the system of actions includes the planning activity (Axis VII),
the coordination and operational management activity (Axis VIII), the development of the coastal
observatory for the control and monitoring activities (Axis IX) and the Maintenance activities of the
plan and the other Instruments (Axis X). Figure 7 shows a schematic view of the contents of the
action system.J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 20 
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Based on the activities described in the previous axes, the planning and programming of the
measures (structural and non-structural) and the sustainable actions will be defined to balance,
from medium to long term, the environmental, economic, social, cultural and recreational within the
limits imposed by natural dynamics following the provisions of the ICZM.

The planning activity (Axis VIII) will mainly focus on the elaboration of the “integrated coastal
management plan” (hereinafter referred to as the “plan”) which, will be included in a planning
framework at the district basin-scale to favor an overall strategic vision to protect and enhance coastal
areas, both as water and soil resources. In this regard, the general objectives of the plan, nature,
the strategy, the aims, and the logical-operational sequence for its implementation must be defined.

The plan must be prefigured as a regulatory, technical-operational and financial instrument whose
main purposes will be:

i. To check the current condition of the coast of the Regions belonging to the large-scale area
of interest;

ii. To evaluate the possibilities for the sustainable and rational use of the marine and land parts of
coastal areas,

iii. To identify the critical issues and the management needs of the coast;
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iv. To establish a program of interventions, the actions of safeguarding and protecting the coast,
with the classification of the works to be carried out in the context of the planning activity for
the overall enhancement of the coast;

v. To define the temporal and economic programming of the interventions concerning the
financial coverage to which the EU, the State, the Regions, the Municipalities and the private
subjects contribute.

The plan should provide an overview of the district’s coastal areas and define priorities for
small-scale actions. For the latter case, for example, in the areas with greater criticality, a managing
action plan can be implemented for the development of targeted strategies (focused actions, measures
and procedures) and joint actions between two or more pilot sites, providing for cooperation among
Institutions/authorities to share common protocols or methodologies aiming the application of good
practices about the sustainable management of coastal areas.

3.6. Integrating Coastal Risks into Sustainable Coastal Management

Regarding the integrations between the identification of coastal risks and the sustainable coastal
management, the following should be highlighted. The methodological proposal incorporates what
is set out in Figure 1. The first “framework” phase of the scheme in Figure 1 requires a collection
of all relevant surveys data to describe the factors influencing the risks. It includes the acquisition
of monitoring data, survey campaigns, in situ measurements on the specific parameters to coastal
environments. This first phase was merged into the knowledge system of the proposed methodology
(Figure 3), which has planned the collection of all useful information already available in coastal areas
(bathymetric, topographic, sedimentological, meteorological, hydrodynamic). The “Data Analysis and
Processing System” shown in Figure 1, which represents a fundamental element for the identification
of characteristic processes and the implementation of scenario modeling, is included in the “analysis
and classification system” provided for in the methodological proposal in Figure 3, which is aimed to
the processing and classification of coastal area data.

The third phase related to “planning and Intervention” reported in Figure 1, which is based on
the definition of planning actions for the sustainable use of natural resources and the application of
advanced technologies for risk management, is provided for in the “action system” (Figure 3) which
foresees the planning of all these measures within the coastal management plan.

4. Discussion

The proposed methodology is based on a hierarchical structure that logically and sequentially
outlines the stages involved (grouped in Axes) in coastal management. As regards the applicability
of the proposed method, the basic steps can be synthesized as follows. The first step aims to
conduct a recognition of the coastal areas’ condition and the available data, as indicated in Axes
I–II. As already pointed out in the previous sections, the application of the method refers to a rather
large area (hydrographic district scale) and then the data collection for such a large territory can be
time-consuming, represents a barrier to the effective application of the methodology. At this stage, it is
advisable to have a forceful collaboration among the various authorities/institutions in data sharing.
The next step in the application of the method consists in the analysis and evaluation of the acquired
data (Axis III and IV) aimed to assess their comparability and adaptability to properly describe the
coastal territory, highlighting missing or insufficient data. In this context, any additional surveys
needed for data collection and the sites to which they will be applied will be identified.

Based on the findings, in the next phase (Axis IV and V) the instruments to be applied are defined
both on an extended scale (district basin) and in pilot areas (Axis V–VI). The purpose is to achieve a
complete overview of the entire area in the hydrographic district, with particular focus on the most
critical areas, i.e., those subject to increased anthropogenic pressures.
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Concerning the hydrographic district area, for example, it is possible to use satellite images for the
evaluation of the shoreline trend or change detection analysis. At the hot-spot level, coastal vulnerability
analysis, eco mapping, and DPSIR methods can be applied (as better explain subsequently).

The last step in applying the approach proposed is the most important as it includes the definition
of the key tasks to be used for coastal management, in particular the implementation of a coastal
management plan (Axis VII), the establishment of a coastal observatory (Axis IX) and monitoring and
coordination activities in supporting the execution of the plan (Axis VIII and X).

The methodology exposed, although it follows a logical path obvious and simple, in practice faces
some barriers. As regards the main difficulties and limitations in applying the method, the following
should be highlighted.

The methodology is based on the awareness that effective coastal management that aims to
conjugate sustainability and risk assessment must approach a large coastal territory, on a district basin
scale. This implies that the various authorities and institutions operating at regional and sub-regional
level (municipalities, local authorities, provinces) must cooperate in a synergic way by promoting the
exchange of data and information already available on the territory they administer and by initiating
fruitful dialogs. The collection of data allows defining the starting knowledge base on which to
evaluate the intrinsic risks of an area and build the whole process of coastal management. To overcome
any criticalities at this phase and facilitating the sharing of data and the most effective comparison
among stakeholders, social partners and all the actors involved in various roles in coastal strategy,
Axis IX provides for the establishment of the observatory on coastal management. In this regard, in an
integrated perspective of “knowledge and control” of management on a large-scale area, the observatory
will have a data collection section to integrate, in a single database, all the environmental information
managed separately by each Authorities/Institutions and share it. From a merely technical point of
view, a possible limitation is related to the need to compare data that may have various formats and
different temporal and spatial scales of observation. The initial effort is aimed to gather all the data
into just one database will be an expensive process. The database can be updated and compiled with
the new data that will be acquired time-by-time and, in this way, it will become a network able to
collect all data on monitor coastal dynamics, water resources and ecosystems. The observatory will
also have further tasks to undertake. Specifically, it will have to supervise activities both on the state
of implementation of the planned measures and on the effectiveness of the interventions, and, at the
same time, on the evolution of the integrated coastal zone management processes.

Another criticality is related to the evaluation of the significant effects that the actions of the plan
can have both on the coasts and the areas adjacent to them.

On the issue is worth noting that a limitation often found in the implementation of coastal
management is that specific performance measures representative of social aspects is often lacking.
The identification of indicators for socioeconomic factors enhances the set of measures to improve
planning and assess progress over a broader scope than the use of environmental performance measures
alone. Any environmental program must incorporate social concerns into its action plan. In this context,
some of the indicators to be considered may also include social conditions and cultural traditions,
habitat/ecological value change, human use/activity, resource extraction activities.

To overcome this limitation, in the proposed methodology, the observatory has a key role in
guarantee the participation of stakeholders and social partners and promoting the widest synergies
between them. The most effective matching of the response to social conditions and environmental
dynamics can only benefit the based decision-making process on sustainable use of resources and
development practices. In the overview presented, the observatory will become the reference point,
on a large scale, for local authorities and regional actors, on issues related to rational and sustainable
use as well as the integrated management of the coastal areas. One aspect to focus on is the critical
areas that may be present along the coast such as ports or production sites. In such zones, it is necessary
to combine human activities (transport of goods and people, shipbuilding, dredging, etc.) and the
correlated economic development with the need to protect neighboring coastal areas. Consequently,
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the classification and analysis will also concern the settlement and socioeconomic aspects of the coastal
strip (land use, forecast and development prospects, demographic trend, mobility and traffic flows,
etc.) to integrate environmental protection interventions with the enhancement of the social context
and economic productivity. For these cases, Axis IV provides for the application of detailed procedures
to be applied on a local scale.

In particular, the classification can be implemented through a systemic approach as suggested by
the ICZM protocol. For example, the DPSIR analysis model (drivers, pressure, state, impact, response)
can be applied to calculate the various pressure and status indicators to assess the susceptibility and
propensity to coastal erosion or development or degradation. The DPSIR model, introduced by the
European Environment Agency (EEA) in 1995, represents the most shared methodological structure to
describe the interactions between society and the environment. Due to its simplicity and the possibility
of application at any scale, it represents a model of operation of the territory applied to monitor
phenomena. In particular, for coastal areas the following states and pressures at the regional level or
individual physiographic units may be assessed:

i. Sectors and pressures: urbanization, tourism, agriculture, fishing, aquaculture, industry
maritime transport;

ii. State and impacts: Land use and coastal erosion/flooding (length of coastlines at risk and
population exposed to erosion, flooding from storms, tsunamis), pollution (eutrophication,
microbial contamination and risks to human health, heavy metals and compounds
organochlorines, oil pollution, radioactive), biodiversity and ecosystem status, salinization,
climate change;

iii. Sectors and resource: nature, landscape, archaeology, tourism, economic activities;
iv. Status and value: Areas of environmental, historical and cultural value, “valuable/sustainable”

socioeconomic structures, positive and functional management tools.

Another issue that may arise is the necessity for identity and mapping potential environmental
hazards. For this purpose, it can be elaborate an Eco-mapping. It represents an environmental
management tool that allowing identify and map an inventory of environmental criticalities
and problems by detecting the potential sources of pollution, the possible migration paths in
environmental matrices and the related impact. The methodology considers the possible impacts
affecting the environmental fields of water, air, soil and subsoil, waste, energy consumption, etc.
After identifying the sources of environmental hazards, the objectives are defined and based on a
specific program of interventions to achieve them. Eco-mapping can be applied in conjunction with
SWOT (strengths, weaknesses-opportunities-threats) analysis to combine environmental analysis
(obtained with eco-mapping) with the study of development potential (economic-social) of a coast,
highlighting the strengths, weaknesses and to bring out the opportunities and threats to development.
Finally, an important aspect is the continuous monitoring of the effectiveness of the actions undertaken.
This important task will have to be carried out by the observatory. In particular, to assess the effectiveness
of the planned actions and the progress of the measures envisaged to reduce the significant pressures
identified, a qualitative-quantitative estimate will be made of the variance between the current level of
a coastal stretch and the target (environmental, socioeconomic, etc.) to be achieved. This additional
level of analysis—defined as “gap analysis”—will allow to evaluate the additional measures that may
complement the basic ones, if the last ones prove insufficient to achieve the objectives set for the coastal
areas and indicated in the plan.

5. Conclusions

Sustainable management of coastal zones inevitably involves tackling the many critical issues
affecting these areas, which contribute to triggering various risks for both ecosystems and populations.

Despite numerous international and European studies and projects that have been carried out
during the last decades, several critical points are emerging. The resulting problems concern both
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unsustainable coastal management due to the exploitation by human activities and the increase of
coastal risks, mainly relating to climate change. From the scenario outlined, emerges the need for an
integrated methodology able to combine the sustainable coastal management with the assessment of
all the elements influencing coastal risks. In the existing literature, there are various methodologies for
integrated coastal zone management. Nevertheless, not much attention is paid to its integration with
coastal risks. Effective risk management requires, at first, a clear understanding of the processes that
define the intrinsic hazard present in natural areas. This can be achieved by applying an integrated
methodology that can be a priority and support the choice of interventions and planning.

A key factor is the application scale of the methodology, which must be sufficiently large to
properly assess both the coastal dynamics processes and the socioeconomic factors related to the
coastal use. A suitable scale of analysis will provide a wide and complete overview of the coastal area
allowing a proper assessment of all the peculiarities and the factors causing the risks. To date, coastal
management plans are generally related to administrative boundaries (regional or sub-regional scale).
In this context, the starting point should be an updated and homogeneous knowledge base, applied
to even very large territories, useful to provide timely and targeted information to adopt effective
governance strategies.

By analyzing the significant issues and results of experiences in the national/European/international
scientific framework during the last decades, the present work proposes an integrated methodology
for sustainable coastal management which also accounts for coastal risks. The main analytical steps
to integrate a risk management strategy into a sustainable coastal methodology are defined, as well
as its implementation scale. The hierarchical structure of the outlined procedure, the main steps on
which it is based and their mutual interconnections are reported. Finally, the limits and barriers to its
implementation are discussed.

Effective knowledge exploitation is the new goal for a better decision support, considering that
coastal zones are complex systems. In this awareness, any commitments and objectives must be
undertaken and supported on various fronts (territorial, environmental, social, economic, etc.) to
improve the overall quality of the environment and promote the rational use of natural resources by
moving also towards the vision of a circular economy.
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